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On the Time-Delay of Simple Scattering Systems
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Abstract. A new rigorous and simple study of the time-delay formula is
presented.

I. Introduction

The time-delay of a scattering process may intuitively be considered to be the
difference between the time spent by the colliding particles within the region of
mutual interaction and the time that they would have spent in the same region
had they moved freely. Consider a simple scattering system (H, Ho) on a Hubert
space J f with free evolution Ut = exp(-ίHot) and total evolution Vt = exp(-iHt)
[/]. The wave operators Ω+ = s-lim exp(zΉί)exp( — iHot) are assumed to be com-

ί->± 00

plete and the scattering operator S = Ω%Ω_ is unitary. Let Pr be the projection
operator on a region Σr in configuration space in which the distance between
particles does not exceed r. If ψt=VtΩ_φ is a scattering state which behaves as
the freely evolving state φt= Utφ as ί-> — oo, the mean times spent in Σr by the
interacting and the free particles are respectively:

00 00

ί {ψ,,Prψt)dt and J {ψ,,Prφt)dt.
— oo — oo

The time-delay for the scattering state Ω_φ and the region Σr is then defined by
[2,3]:

Tr{ψ) = ] ί(ψt, Prψt)-(φt, Prφt)]dt. (1)
— 00

This definition raises three mathematical questions which are in logical order:
(i) Is the expression (1) meaningful for finite r and suitable states φΊ

(ii) Does there exist a time-delay T(φ) = lim Tr(φ) for infinite space region?

(iii) Is T(φ) related to the classical formula of Eisenbud and Wigner [4]
asserting that the time-delay is expressed by the derivative of the phase shift with
respect to energy?
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Question (i) can clearly be affirmatively answered on the grounds that scatter-
ing states propagate away from any bounded space region so that time integrals
occuring in (1) are finite.

The point (ii), which is likely to be true for sufficiently short ranged inter-
actions, is mathematically more delicate and it has received two different treat-
ments using time dependent methods. The first one [3] shows the existence of
the limit with the help of an abstract analysis based on the condition that the
difference of the resolvants (H — z)~1 — (H0 — z)~ί belongs to the trace-class of
operators. The second one [5] makes use of the concept of //-smoothness and of
commutator techniques developed in potential scattering. Finally in [3] the
connection (iii) between time-delay and phase shift (which is not studied in [5]) is
obtained by the rather elaborated tools of the theory of the spectral displacement
function due to Birman and Krein (see ref. in [3]).

The purpose of this note is to present a rigorous and elementary derivation of
the Eisenbud-Wigner formula, which is independent of the previously quoted
works. Our study of time-delay relies essentially on simple asymptotic properties
in time of scattering systems. While being of slightly less general applicability
than that of ref. [3], it uses much more direct and transparent arguments and
thus it has the merit of simplicity and conciseness.

II. The Time-Delay Formula

The main element of our demonstration consists in the following proposition
which we now state and prove.

Proposition 1. Let Ut be a strongly continuous unitary group on a Hubert space
Jf whose generator Ho = § λdEλ has an absolutely continuous spectral family Eλ.
Let Pr be a sequence of projections on j f converging strongly to I as r-»oo, and
A = J A(λ)dEλ be an operator function of Ho (in the sense of functional calculus).
Let φ and χ be in ffl. We assume:

(i) the functions t-^\\PrUtφ\\ and t->\\PrUtχ\\ belong to S£\R,dt) for each r.
(ii) A(X) is differentiable and A(λ) together with its derivative are Fourier

transforms of if1 functions. Then

00 I dA \
\im$(Utφ,lPr,AlUtχ)dt=-i[φ,--Γχ . (2)

From the assumption (ii), A and — - = J dEλ are bounded operators
diiQ dλ

on Jf. Notice that in view of (i) the time integral in (2) converges absolutely.

Proof. Set φt= Utφ and χt=Utχ. By the very definition of A and Ut one has:

(φ, Aχ) = j A(λ)d(φ, Eλχ) = j d(φ, Eλχ) J A(a)e^doi

= j d*A(a) f eiλ*d(φ, Eλχ) = j d<*A(*){φa, χ). (3)

Since the Fourier transform A(a) of A(λ) belongs to if1 the exchange of integrals
is allowed by Fubini's theorem.
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Inserting (3) in (2) we get:

00 00

I (φt, [Pp, A]χt)dt= j at J daA(a)[_(φt, Prχt^)-(φt+x, P rχ t)]
0 0

= \daλ{a) ]dti{φt, P,χ,-«)-(φ/+
0

J f ( φ , , P Γ χ r _ β ) d ί (4)
0

Owing to the fact that the integrand is majorized by the if1 function
|^4(α)|(||jPrς9ί || ||χ|| + | |P rχ f | | | |φ||) in α and t, the exchange of the α and ί integrals
is also possible.

(4) results of the change of variable ί + α->ί in the second time integral. The
integrand of (4) is majorized uniformly in r by an integrable function of α

o
H I WxWdt

o

\aA(oc)\.

Therefore the dominated convergence theorem applies in (4) yielding

oo α

lira {(φ t , [P r, A-]χt)dt = μaA(a) J lim (φt, Prχt_a)dt = \ daA(a)a{ψa, χ).
r-+co 0 0 r->oo

The same argument which gave (3) now shows that this last expression precisely

equals —iiφ,-.— X and this concludes the proof. D
\ dH ]

Consider a scattering system (H, Ho) whose free Hamiltonian Ho is assumed
to have an absolutely continuous simple spectrum on jf. Then the scattering
operator, which commutes with Ho, is necessarily given by a function S{λ) on the
spectrum of Ho. If such a scattering system has suitable asymptotics in time (i.e.
the asymptotic condition holds with a sufficiently fast rate of convergence),
Proposition 1 can be used for a straightforward derivation of the Eisenbud-
Wigner formula. This is the content of Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. Let 3) be the set of Schwartz functions with compact support on
the spectrum of Ho and let φe@).

a) Let Pr be a sequence of projections on J4? converging strongly to I as r->oo,
and such that the functions ί-^||Prl/t<p|| and ί-*| |P r[/ fSφ|| belong to £>1(R,dt) for
each r.

b) Assume that the functions t-+\\(VtΩ- — Ut)φ\\ and t-*\\{VtΩ- — UtS)φ\\ are
integrable at ί-> — oo and t—> + oo respectively.

c) Suppose moreover that S(λ) is twice continuously differentiable.

Φ'^ΊΈΓdH0

Proof. Set ψt=VtΩ_φ and φt= Utφ, \\φ\\ = 1. We evaluate separately in (1) the
integral over negative and positive times. For negative times the integrand is
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majorized uniformly in r by an integrable function at ί-> — oo:

\(ψt, Prψt)-{<Pt> PrΨt)\ ^ \{{ψt-ψt\ Pr<Pt)\ + \(ψ» PAψt-φt))\SΆψt-φt\\ •

We have similarly for positive times

\(ψt,Prψt)-(Sφt,PrSφt)\^2\\ψt-Sφt\\

which is integrable at ί-> + oo.
Hence by dominated convergence the integral over the negative times does

not contribute to the time-delay in the limit r-*oo and we are left with

lim Tr(φ)= lim f [{Sφt9 Pfiφt)-{φt9 Prφtftdt
r-+oo t -^-oo 0

= \im] {Sφt,lPr,S]φJdt. (5)
i—»oo 0

In obtaining (5), use has been made of the unitarity of the S operator. We now
apply Proposition 1 to (5) in the following way. Let g(λ) be a function on the
spectrum of Ho which belongs to 3) and equals one on the support of φ. Then
Sgφ = Sφ with Sg(λ) = g(λ)S(λ% and Sg can be substituted to S in (5). With the help
of two integrations by part one verifies immediately from c) that Sg(λ) as well as
its first derivative are Fourier transforms of J2?1 functions. Therefore Proposition 1
applies to (5) with Sg in place of S, and we get

Proposition 2 gives in a simple manner positive answers to the questions (ii)
and (iii) stated in the introduction. It remains to exhibit a class of interactions
for which conditions b) and c) hold.

III. Potential Scattering

Let Ho=-Δ be the Laplacian acting on JS?2(Λ3) and H=-A+Y'(x)9 x = \x
y(x) is a spherically symmetric potential for which the asymptotic condition
holds with complete wave operators. (See [6] X § 3.)

Lemmas 1 and 2 supplement the asymptotic condition with an information
on the rate of convergence as t goes to infinity.

Lemma 1. Assume that (1 + \x\1+ε)i^(x)e£?2(R3) for some ε>0. Let φ be a
vector whose momentum representation φ(k) is a Schwartz 2) function with no
support at the origin k = 0. Then ί-> ||(ΐ/

ίί2_ — Ut)φ\\ is integrable at t-> — oo.

Proof. A standard estimate yields for

\\{VtΩ_-Ut)φ\\ύ ί \\rUtφ\\dτ.
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The norm \\^Utφ\\ is evaluated with the help of the explicit form of the kernel of
/ I \3/2

the free propagator in configuration space, noting that I—I j φ(y)d3y = φ{0) = 0,

\\rutφ\\2 =-L
\4π\t\ J exp

ϊ\χ-y\:

1

4π|ί|/ \4|£|/

Taking into account that

integral is estimated as follows:

eιx-ί

\χ-y\2Y
4ί

£2, \x-y\2fί^2(\x\2μ

\x-y\2"φ(y)

for O ^ μ ^ l , this

\2(\d3y(\x\2» + \y\2»)\φ(y)\)2

j \φ(y)\d3y and J \y\2μ\φ(y)\d3y are clearly finite with our choice of φ and hence

C2

IK Utφ\\ ^ . ,3/2 + 11 II(J- M**-' / ' 2 * \P)

\t\ ' μ

Choosing \ <μ^ j(l +e) and integrating the inequality (6) with respect to t yields
the desired result. D

Lemma 2. Let be as in Lemma 1. Consider the decomposition 0

\m\ = l\\ =

of ££ (R ) into the direct sum of invariant subspaces under the rotation group. Let
φefflXm be a vector whose representative φlm(k),k=\k\, is a 2 function with no
support at the origin. If S^k) is three times continuously differentiable, then t-+
\\{VtΩ_ - UtS)φ\\ is integrable at t-> + oo.

Proof. From the fact that the wave operators are complete we get

\\(VtΩ_-UtS)φ\\ = \\(VtΩ+-Ut)Sφ\\^] \\rUτSφ\\dτ.
t

Thus the argument leading to (6) can be reproduced without modification and the
conclusion of the Lemma will hold, provided that J d3y\(Sφ)(y)\ and
§d3y\y\2μ\(Sφ)(y)\ are finite for some μ>\. In view of the asymptotic properties
of the spherical Bessel function jt we conclude from three successive integrations
by part that {Sφ)(y) = 4πYlm(9, y) J k2dkjι(ky)Sι(k)φlm(k), y = (y, 9, y), can be written

1/2

in the form Ylm(9, y) f ^ with f(y)eJ?2(R\ dy)

Hence by Schwartz inequality we have

/oo / 2(l+μ)\2

J^|y|2"|(Sφ)(>»)|^C||/||2 f ^ —

which is finite for μ < §. D
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Finally Lemma 3 links the differentiability of the S matrix to the decrease of

the potential at infinity. We merely sketch its proof which uses standard methods

[7]

Lemma 3. Assume that j xv\V(x)\dx < oo. p = 0,1 ... s, s being a positive integer.
o

Then St(k) is continuously differentiable for kή=0up to order s.

Proof. From the wellknown relation between the Jost solution f(k, x) of the
radial Schrodinger equation and the scattering matrix [7, Chap. 5] it is sufficient

to show that /(fc, x) together with -j-f(k, x) are s time continuously differentiable
ox

00

in k for s o m e x > 0 . f(k, x)= Σ fn(k, x), where the i terated functions fn(k, x) obey
« = o

the equation

fn(K x)=J B(k, x, y)ny)L- ΛK y)dy
X

with kernel B(k,x9y) = -^(fo(k,y)fQ(-k,x)-fo(k,x)fΌ(-k9y)\ /0(fc,x) =

( — ΐ)ι + 1kxh\2\kx), h{2) being the second spherical Hankel function. When k and x
lie in the domains fc^/co>0, x ^ l , we can find constants Cλ and C2 independent
of k and x such that

Then one proves easily by induction that fn(k, x) is continuously differentiable
up to order s and that for k^k0 and x ί ; 1,

Thus the series of derivatives converges uniformly for fe^/c0, from which the
differentiability properties of f(k, x) follow. •

Let Ψ*(x) be a locally square integrable spherically symmetric potential which

is 0 {—), x-+oo, with y>4 and consider the restriction of the scattering system
\x j

( — A, —A+f^(xj) to a subspace J^lm. Then, on J^m, Ho has a simple spectrum
and one concludes from Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 that Proposition 2 applies for all
φeJ^flm which are 2 functions on the energy spectrum having no support at the
origin /l=|fc|2=0. Notice that condition a) of Proposition 2 holds for projections
Pr associated with any family of bounded space regions Σr approaching R3 as
r->oo. Therefore the time-delay for infinite space region is independent of its
finite space-region approximating sequences.

Our result should be compared with that of [3] where it is shown that the
energy shell components Tr(λ) of the time-delay converge in the distribution
sense to the derivative of the phase shift, when the difference of the resolvants
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belongs to the trace-class. Since the latter condition is fulfilled in potential scatter-

ing if and only if i^(χ) = O — , y > 3 [8], it allows a slightly slower decrease of

the potential at infinity than that we have to require for the validity of the present
analysis.
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